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I'm brand new (43 hours played) in dark souls, and I've gone through Darkroot/Pool, undead burg, undead parish, back to undead hideaway, Valley Drake (though not all the way through), blighttown and I'm currently in a sense fortress. My main weapon is uchi No 10 and claymore No.5 magic, and I have basically strength, Dex,
endurance, intelligence to build. I made claymore divine No.5, but it was a bit rubbish and I really didn't want to use it anymore, but I know I need a divine weapon for catacombs, so I wanted to know what kind of weapon you think would be better that I can level and make divine in my way, which would be good for winning skeletons. Sorry
about the wall of text. TL;dr best divine weapon mainly for strength, dex, intelligence buildPage 2 34 Divine comments is game mechanics in Dark Souls and Dark Souls Remastered. This is the effect of the debaff state and one of the ancillary special effects and type of damage. Common Information Weapon with Divine Auxiliary Effect
Enemies, Bosses and Characters are weak to Divine Notes: In rare cases, the Silver Knight's Spear does not prevent the Skeletons from returning. Perhaps because the counter bonus damages killing it before the Modifier can register its effect. Further testing is required. Note: This is only to be used to report spam, advertising and
problematic (harassment, wrestling, or rude) messages. Not to be confused with the Divine (the way of renewal). Divine weapons for hunting the undead. Use against the undead and pawns of necromancers. - Divine Amber Divine, also known as the Holy, is an auxiliary effect in dark souls. The contents of the show General Information
Orit Divine is an effect possessing a specific weapon that can be achieved either by upgrading the weapon down the Divine Path of Renewal, or by using one that is innately impregnated. The ascension is achieved through Andre Astor, Standard Weapon No.5, Divine Amber for the initial ascent, and Big Divine Amber for further renewal.
EffectsEdit Divine auxiliary effect prevents skeletons in catacombs and tomb giants from resurrection. Without divine weapons, they will constantly resuscitate if the region's necromanc is not killed. (Note 1) Divine-effect weapons can also cause additional damage to specific enemies. LoreEdit Divine weapons are used to hunt the undead.
When they are fully modernized, they are considered as powerful as the weapons of the Gods. A weapon that is innately imbued, blessed and very effective against Darkness. The way whites use divine weapons as they aim to rid the earth of the undead. WeaponIate The following list of weapons that are innately infused with the Divine
Auxiliary Effect. EnemiesDdelite, as well as the occult auxiliary effect, The Auxiliary Effect causes weapons to inflict more damage on specific enemies and bosses who are vulnerable to it. (note 2) EnemiesEdit See alsoItit auxiliary effects of the Divine (way of update) LinksIt Edit - This applies only to those topics in the catacombs. Those
found in the Tomb of the Giants do not possess the overlord of necromancers. Instead, Gravelord Nito fills this role. Testing continues. Dark Souls is easily one of the best games of the last generation. Rpg actions that offered punishment but still a fair curve of complexity, The Demon Souls set the foundation that dark souls will build on.
Where the stages were linear and segmented, the world is now interconnected. Where bosses often preferred spectacles and gimmicks, Dark Souls bosses emphasized mechanical diversity. This is really where Dark Souls edge out of their sister game. There are so many more weapon options available for the player to use. For PvE in
particular, almost any weapon can get the job done by being fun enough to use, but there is something special about using the strongest weapon in the game. 10 Black Knight Greataxe Black Knight weapons are incredibly rare drops, but one of them is bound to fall sooner rather than later. Black Knight Greataxe may not be the best of
the bunch, but it's more than pulling your weight in a fight. While slow, The Black Knight Greataxe hits incredibly hard and surprisingly good coverage. At the right time, the demolition of enemies with the Black Knight Greataxe is not a problem. This is a particularly useful weapon for bosses with large health pools. Sure, his speed is a bit of
a problem, but that's really the only important moment against Black Knight Greataxe. 9 The Great Spit of the Great Spit is a simple weapon for underestimation. It's so unconventional that it almost feels like he's bound to make a mess of Dark Souls. He even clips across the ground in motion. At the same time, the Great Kos has a
wickedly fun-playing style that keeps players moving and attacking almost rhythmically. It's an incredibly fun weapon to learn to play, but it's no slouch in the fight either. He can tackle most of the main game without serious obstacles. The fact that a weapon has such a unique control scheme really is the main reason to use it, however.
Few weapons are so fun. 8 Balder Side Sword Balder Side Sword has only a 1% drop in speed from Balder Knights, but it's worth the effort to grind already in the undead parish. Balder Side Sword is a fast, tough enough weapon with an insanely reliable set of moves that makes mince from most enemies. It's a great weapon to take until
the end of the game and beyond. Of course, grinding will be the biggest problem for him. This 1% drop in rate is particularly brutal and can ensure that most players never stumble upon a sword on any of their passing. His thrust attacks are also known to be hard to fend off, making them quite useful for PvP. 7 Black Knight Greatsword
Black Knight Greatsword is one of the slowest great words in the game, making it hard to unleash a madness swing like a crazy man, but it is nonetheless a powerful weapon that lucky few will end up getting already in the undead parish. He hits hard, can smash the smash shields, and has a pretty good range all around. Its move set is
pretty smooth for greatsword as well. It's heavy, but not particularly cumbersome. Of course, it's worth noting that there are better greatsword options in the game so the Black Knight Greatsword may seem redundant, but being surpassed doesn't make it any less impressive. 6 Estoc The Estoc is going to end up being everyone's beast if
the player decides to take the time to experiment with it. As a weapon, players can use Estoc while keeping their shield enough. At the right time, you can string enemies to death, and for the safety of the shield. Looking for a more involved style of play? Just ditch the shield and get into the rhythm of methodically poking the opposition. As
the longest range pushing weapon in the game, Estoc can reach remarkably far, allowing fluid movement in combat. Just keep in mind that time is key. 5 Moonlight Greatsword Moonlight Greatsword is basically the final weapon INT builds. It's not as slow as other great words, has magical properties, has a smooth set of moving, and
scales very well its basic stats. The only real drawback of the weapon is its range and the fact that it can not be obtained until the very end of the game. In addition, players must cut off Seath's tail before killing it to get a weapon - a task that is frankly easier said than done. It can be tiring trying to get The Moonlight Greatsword, but it only
has to happen once and getting a weapon is a matter of skill more than anything else. 4 Black Knight Sword Black Knight Sword is one of the most reliable weapons in the game, especially when with two hands. Not only do the two sides make the Black Knight Sword stronger, its swings become much faster, making the weapon incredibly
punishing. Like the All Black Knight Weapon, he has a fun move set to learn how to play. Surprisingly, the Sword of the Black Knight has no problem with the range. It's not as far away as it might be, but it has enough range to almost always be useful, especially when with two hands. It doesn't have the best availability in the game, but it's
a fairly light weapon for a farm in the oven. 3 Tsweiander It's almost unfair how ridiculously helpful the Tsweiander winds up with little or no effort. It's fast, has an amazing range, hits incredibly hard, and can comfortably stunlock. These are weapons that can be found as soon as players step foot outside the shelter. Better yet, Tsweiander
never drops in terms of usability. Most of its upgrade paths are worth putting some effort in, but the weapon itself is strong enough, even on its own. Like most weapons, Tsweihand becomes particularly dangerous when with two hands. It's arguably the best big sword in the game, if not the most broken, but there's one weapon that gives it
a run for his money. 2 At first glance, Claymore may seem worthless effort. It's less glamorous glamorous Tsweiander doesn't have as good a range, and isn't as flashy. But it is a more cohesive and understandable weapon. He lacks the chaotic energy of Tsweihender, but offers a more sensible style of play in return. It's generally a much
smoother weapon in terms of the game feel, which makes using Claymore more useful than tsweihard in many ways. It is also a strong enough weapon in its own right without being cheap. Claymore doesn't need wobbly balancing to be a good sword. 1 Black Knight Halberd There really is no other choice for the best weapon in Dark
Souls. At least there's no reasonable choice. Black Knight Halberd has every boone Dark Souls weapon can have: it's not hard to get, it can potentially be gained early, it has an amazing range, it's insanely strong, it only gets stronger and it's fast. Black Knight Halberd is a monster weapon that really has no comparison in the game. It is
the best of the best and can be viable for almost any situation, or offline. It's even the weapon of choice for optimal speed running. NEXT: Ranked: 10 Most Difficult Bosses in Dark Souls Next Skyrim: 10 Things About Daedra That Don't Make Sense Related Topics Lists Namco Bandai Dark Souls About Author Renan Fontes (184 Articles
Published) More From Renan Fontes Fontes Fontes dark souls best divine weapon for catacombs. dark souls best divine weapon faith build. dark souls best divine weapon for sorcerer. dark souls best divine weapon achievement. dark souls best divine weapon for nito. best divine dex weapon dark souls. best divine scaling weapon dark
souls
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